
Gender Agenda has existed as a zine in Cambridge since 1997, although the
Women’s Campaign and feminist activism existed long before that. Most
visibly it began with the fight for women to be allowed to study at our
university back in 1869, then it meant the fight for women to be able to
graduate in 1948, and eventually it was a fight for women to be admitted into
all Oxbridge colleges a battle which was not won until 1988. Since then,
feminist activists have fought for gender equality at our university on all sorts
of issues, and continue to do so; sexual violence, gender bias in academia, and
pay gaps are just a few. Gender Agenda is a platform for discussions about
feminism, gender equality, race, LGBT+, sexuality, society, class and
disability; it is a place for ideas.
This year we launched a brand new website, and we've built on the wonderful
work of past zine editors to go one step further, by publishing this book. Its aim
is to celebrate the achievements of the Women’s Campaign 20132014, and of
women in Cambridge in general. We want it to be a beautiful record for future
generations to hold in their hands to read, to learn and to formulate new ideas
from. We dedicate it to everyone and anyone who has opened their heart, been
willing to listen, change their mind, fight for justice and speak out against
prejudice. With special thanks to The Women’s Campaign and all our
contributors; your images, poems, thoughts and words make this book
extremely special.

Thank you from Poppy, Harriet, Isabel, Zoe and Lanikai



This book is a safe space.
Protect yourself.

Have a look at our content and trigger warnings before diving in.
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I was always a feminist.
The word was always tumbling
out of my mouth
not shrouded in shame or doubt
in my house.
It was nothing particularly profound
The sound of the word ...feminism.
I wore it like a badge of honour;
strolling through school halls
standing tall.I hung out with a girl with pink hair,
we read Plath behind the bike sheds and Greer,
even the naughty bits.
I was always a feminist.
Shouting out patriarchs
with one arch of my eye brow.
It slipped off my tongue
since I was young,
you heard it before you saw me,
it sprung and stepped and soared.
And I am proud to say I was always a feminist.

Sometimes I thought my mother must have grown bored
hearing me make the same discoveries she’d worn
30 years before.

The same battles and same scorn
because we are all feminists. She said.
Then, I came to University and man,
Freshers' weak was bleak,seeped in sexual double standards
and demands we couldn't meet. Had to find my feet,
treat it differently.

Reclaim
Poppy Damon



Take a seat. And tell myself,
'I am a feminist.'
No matter what they say.

But when I came to Reclaim The Night
Something like a spark ignited,
brightened my perspective and possibilities,
a stress was lifted that profoundly impressed on my chest.

Pulsing through my skin with a vibrants and a brilliance
finding a new resilience.
in the dim light,
Reclaiming, as we did, the night.
Looking at the beams,
swapping hymn books for dreams,
Poetry and speeches, it brims with the fight.
But We reclaimed the word feminism.
Took it with new meaning and with new feeling
Seeing the women pacing as they were,
pulsating through the streets.

I was always a feminist,
but this time I felt it in my blood.
Hearing our chants through the cobbled streets,
the stamp of the feet,
each fighting for heat in the cold.
‘United, never defeated’
These were victory chants.
And though I may not be young forever,
may not be here forever,
I will always be a feminist.
We’ll always be united together.



Isabel Inkster



Hey, can I

have your

number?

I sabel I nkster

An innocuous little line, sure, but
what does it mean to you? I’m
talking about The Number. A
small little measurement by which
the outside world, your best
friends, your numerous or rare
lovers will judge you by… and it’s
not 12DD.
Any young less-than-virginal
woman will, by now, have an
inkling of what I’m talking about.
It’s always niggling at the back of
our minds – hidden beneath
layers of knotted hair, or just
skimming below an undercut. It’s
as imperceptibly troublesome, as
universal amongst women, as
unspoken, as the constant fear of
a pad leaking whilst wearing your
prettiest undies.
That is; the number of people
you have fucked.
I say ‘unspoken’, at least, in terms
it being of honestly discussed. It’s

still talked about, of course. O’ hell, is
it talked about.
When finally broached by a curious
lover, or interrogated by the closest of
pals, even when tallying up the number
in your own mind – your right index
finger jumping like a green frog from
fingertip lilly-pad to another – we
create half-truths. I find myself
counting, and then skipping the ones
that don’t suit the ‘ideal’ history of
adolescent sexytimes; Oh, that one
doesn’t count – didn’t last long
enough… hmmm, not that one either,
I barely felt a thing! That time? Eh,
too drunk, can’t tell how far we got
before… etc etc.
But why? I am a modern gal who has
NO problem calling herself a feminist.
I know it’s not entirely fashionable, I
know it’s met with sighs by even the

"Even when tallying up
the number in your own
mind your right index
finger jumping like a
green frog from fingertip
lilly-pad to another – we
create half-truths.



more alternative lovingly left-
winger finely-moustachioed well-
dressed men in my life, but so be
it. And on top of that (or
underneath, depending on how
you like it); I’m young, silly, and
have all sorts of other excuses to
be entirely irresponsible.
And yet this issue of the number
of people you’ve banged can get
you into a rather, uh,
uncomfortable position, when all
lined up for your red-eyed sober
self to review. Are you happy with
it?
I’m of the opinion that you
cannot be; that’s there’s no
‘correct’ number.
But, SeekingArangement.com has
endevoured to prove me wrong.
The dating website questioned
1000 people and found that the
general ideal (from men and
women) was 10 previous sexual
partners. Any more makes you a
slut and any less makes you ill-
experienced.
I’m rather less inclined to trust
random statistics than I am to take
wisdom from my gospel; HBO
series. We all know our ‘Sex & The
City’ (or should I now be saying
‘Girls’?) characters. Are you the
Samantha or the Charlotte? The

prude or the harlot? The one that
screams over the dinner party her
latest sexual escapades or the one
brooding over what to buy her
boyfriend for his birthday? On the
travelling road with my two closest
friends, we all drowned ourselves with
cheap French wine – still, when the
sun begins to rise over littered Parisien
streets, cheap wine you know – and
revealed our numbers. All entirely
different. Mine? Low. Very low. And
thus labelled a prude. That’s right, me,
PRUDE-ISH. Oh it stung like acid to
the eyeballs. THEY THOUGHT I
WAS A CHARLOTTE.
Yet, when I asked a male friend who
had far more sexual experience than I,

"There comes a time
when you’ve become close
enough, comfortable
enough, to get down –
and do the math. Thus
begins a game where the
man can’t lose and the
woman cannot win.



how he viewed his history, I
received a completely different
response. He took a moment –
needing more than just a few
hands to tally ‘em all up – and
then announced, ‘I don’t regret a
single one’.
If we cannot align with our
closest friends on the matter; what
about the men we’re lying next to?
It is an awkward conversation for
many, discussed in those post-
coital-reveal-everything hazy
discoverings just before sleep. A
liminal space where all is bared…
literally. There comes a time when
you’ve become close enough,
comfortable enough, to get down
– and do the math. Thus begins a
game where the man can’t lose
and the woman cannot win. Here’s
how it is played:
1) Man, aged 25, quotes a small
number. Ah! How endearing, a
caring, serial monogamous
relationshipper who won’t be
awkward about periods and is
probably better at going down.
You are in good hands.
2) Man, aged 25, quotes a high
number. Ah! Impressive, he is
experienced, comfortable getting
nakey and probably rather
charming if he’s managed to bed

so many women. You are in good
hands.
Ladies' turn? Well, too low and you
don’t know what you’re doing. Go
back two steps. Too high and you’re a
slut with potential for infection. Miss
a turn. If you take the time to read the
rule book, there’s a man’s attraction to
‘the innocent’, the virginal, the mary
etc etc and the simultaneous desire for
the sexual knowledge and passion of
‘the harlot’, the whore, the mary
magdalene. But, who ever reads those
anyway?

I mean, it’s all just a number game.



RUN BY // Priscilla Mensah
WARM UP // Name a woman in your life who is a hero.
INTRODUCTION //Tonight, Fly leads Forum/ Disclaimer: Cultural,
racial, religious insensitivity will not be tolerated: THAT SAID We seek to
facilitate an open discussion, pertaining to gender, race, religion ethnicity
and sexuality; of course we do not, and cannot, necessarily understand the
lived experiences of all others / We hope rather that people can be open
about their lack of knowledge, and open to their opinions being
RESPECTFULLY nuanced. / We are, after all, self-identifying women
striving for equality.
WHAT FLY IS // Cambridge University Women’s Campaign for
Black Minority Ethnic (BME) women // Founded in the spring of
2013, its vision is to create a safe space and a network for women
from minority ethnic backgrounds studying at the University
Cambridge // Its relationship to the Women’s campaign - Fly is an
autonomous Sub-Group - Thus, Fly is associated with the CUSU
Women’s Campaign, but the Cambridge Women’s Campaign does
not hold any executive influence in events, socials or decision
making.
WHY FLY WAS ESTABLISHED // To provide a source of
advice, support and encouragement. FLY is a community of
individuals with a vision to see women traditionally marginalised
due to their race, ethnicity and gender combined, receive a voice.
WHY FLY THUS REMAINS AUTONOMOUS // Though the
Cambridge women’s movement moves closer to intersectionality, we
are not there yet.For this reason, it is important that there is a space
for women who do not yet feel that the Women’s Campaign space is
a space they feel comfortable in.
THE AIM OF THE EVENING // For BME women to speak for
themselves /For BME women to speak first; something very
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uncommon both within this institution and in the wider society.
THE CONCEPT OF FEMINISM // Not all women in Fly are
feminist or consider themselves feminist by the mainstream
standard.
THE ISSUES AT HAND // All BME women at Forum will
(hopefully) be willing to share their experiences involving, but not
exclusively pertaining to...
WHY (If not) do you not engage (significantly) with the women’s
forum- How Fly has been, or has presented itself as different from
the mainstream women’s movement at Cambridge.
A POIGNANT EXPERIENCE in which race and gender
intersected.
AN ISSUE that matters to them, which they feel the women’s
movement at Cambridge overlooks.
DO YOU CONSIDER YOURSELF A FEMINIST? Why? or Why
not? // How (if so) does the word feminism, by the mainstream
conception, seem distant, or far removed from your lived
experiences?
SUGGESTIONS // What could the Cambridge Women’s
Movement do differently?
OPEN DISCUSSION // No progress will be made when if people
do not express, or make clear, the holes in their understanding. /
There is not pre-assumption here that everyone here understands
the lived-experience of everyone else; for this reason, understanding
that this is a safe space is very important; we hope this will make
people feel comfortable about sharing their misconceptions.
THE TOPICS // Minority Women and Sexuality / Religion vs. an
assumed (feminist) secularism / Privilege Checking vs. ‘Self-
flagellation’ / The minority feminist fight for women AND MEN
against racial discrimination; this is particularly important to
minority feminism
THE EXAMPLES // Lily Allen: hard out here for a Bitch / Class,
Race, Gender / Miley Cyrus: Culture, Race, Gender Privilege /
Religion: Article on abstinence.



Annabelle Miles



Over the last few years, give or
take an unspecified amount of
time, feminism has gone
‘mainstream’. Lily Allen’s singing it,
Beyoncé’s blogging it, and Lena
Dunham’s getting naked. Again.
Sheryl Sandberg is teaching young
women to ‘lean in’, and Caitlin
Moran is (according to her Twitter
bio) ‘writing the fuck out of shit’
about it on an almost daily basis.
Some feminists have come to see
women like Caitlin Moran as doing
more harm than good. In a
dialogue which is seemingly both
endlessly looped and constantly
regenerating, ‘feminism lite’ is
being dissected and distained.
Almost always, the critics have got
a pretty solid point; the more
questions of gender advance into
the limelight, the more complexity
is whitewashed for the sake of

accessibility. Fact. Moran’s take-away
litmus test for inequality in the
bestselling ‘How to be a Woman’ - the
question ‘Are the men doing it too?’ –
doesn’t just simplify sexism, it
steamrolls it. And there is a deep and
persistent failure amongst popular
talking heads to address in any
meaningful way how oppression is
experienced by those for whom sexism
is also informed by racism, ableism,
classism, homophobia, or transphobia.
Consequently, many believe that
introducing new audiences, and in
particular young audiences, to such a
pared down, problematic account of
feminism is about as much use as a
sex-ed class that opens with ‘when a
man and a woman love each other very
much…’ Surely, they argue, full-blown
feminism is not such a bitter pill to

Feminism

lite? The

kids are all

right

H arriet Fitch Little

"In a dialogue which
is seemingly both
endlessly looped and
constantly regenerating,
‘feminism lite’ is being
dissected and distained.



swallow that we must sugar coat it
first. Kids deserve more credit
than that, don’t they?
I agree with the premise, but not
the conclusions. Kids absolutely
deserve more credit, but critics of
Moran’s brand of easy access
feminism aren’t giving it to them.
Implicit in the idea that it is
unsatisfactory for young minds to
engage with less than perfect
presentations of how patriarchy
works is a supposition I find just
as problematic; the idea that the
poor darlings will listen carefully,
nod wisely, and absorb
wholeheartedly. And that’s about
as patronising as it gets.
My sister was 15 when one of her
circle first picked up a copy of
‘How to be a Woman’. Like most
15 year olds who’ve got round to
reading something that isn’t a
textbook or trashy magazine, she
told her friend’s all about it. But
that didn’t involve dolling out
some kind of melange of
empowering sound bites. She
didn’t preach sagely about how
makeup was all right but only
because David Bowie wears it, or
that you shouldn’t get a Brazilian
because ‘gentle finger-combing
your Wookie’ is just the most

tremendous fun. Her first forays into
feminism didn’t provide some sticking
plaster empowerment for her and her
friends to stroke reassuringly as they
jostled their way through the patriarchy.
It tore the plaster off. Over the last two
years I’ve watched as my sister and her
friends have delved, unbidden, into
an increasingly sophisticated
understanding of feminist thought.
They write about it, they read about it,
and they spend so much time talking
about it that one of the boys in my
sister’s life skill’s class put up his hand
and asked politely whether they
couldn’t perhaps have a debate about
‘something other than feminism’ this

"The feeling of being
under attack from all
sides probably resonates
more profoundly during
our angst-ridden
adolescence than at any
other point in life.



term. They didn’t.
My sister’s peers are surely just the
kind of young women imagined to
be adversely affected by their
exposure to the more flippant
facets of ‘fourth wave’ feminism;
for all their diversity the balance
of privilege still hangs very much
in their favour. Surely if funny,
white, middleclass women are
telling them that gender equality
means sassing into the board
room in a power suit with your
‘lady balls’ bulging they’ll buy it,
right? But they don’t. And from
what I can deduce, they’re not
some bizarre exception to the
rule.
The thing is, intersectionality isn’t
an alien philosophy to teenagers.
In fact the feeling of being under
attack from all sides probably
resonates more profoundly during
our angst-ridden adolescence than
at any other point in life. Young
minds are fairly adept at
perceiving injustice, and they’re
also for the most part unwilling to
accept answers presented to them
neatly on a plate.
I’m not in any way suggesting that
there are positives to be found in
the domination of a small handful
of unrepresentative female voices

in the mainstream media, and I don’t
think the argument that they’re to be
celebrated an easy entry point into a
complex discourse holds much water –
people are smarter than that. However
I would argue strongly against the idea
that they are a blight- a plague which
threatens to make the next generation
of feminists impotent accomplices
within largely unchanged structures of
inequality.
We need to have more faith in young
womens’ desire to understand questions
of oppression for themselves, and stop
worrying that we don’t find all the
answers they might encounter on that
journey satisfactory. Feminism is
complex, young minds are curious, and
the resources are out there the moment
they start looking. Let them.





Radical

Love
Lauren Steele

bell hooks has written,
“Materialism creates a world of
narcissism in which the focus
of life is solely on acquisition
and consumption […] Left
alone in the ‘me’ culture, we
consume and consume with no
thought of others.” But to what
extent has our patriarchal,
capitalist society had a lasting
effect on our self-esteem – and
how does this work in terms of
actually loving who we are?
Of course, a lack of love
caused by a dysfunctional family
or abuse when growing up will
cause a pervasive feeling of
rejection and the feeling that
love is not something that you
are worthy of receiving.
Certainly, having experienced an
abusive relationship with my
mother, I am in a constant

struggle against believing I am not
worthy or will never receive true
love. But whether you have
experienced abuse of
dysfunctionality does not change
the fundamental fact that human
beings seek love in life. Mainstream
social norms tell us that love is
gendered; women are stereotyped
as being the ‘loving ones’ the
gender that ‘seeks love’, bell hooks
states, ‘young listeners are reluctant
to embrace love as a transformative
force’. She argues that while there is
often a love ethic in most social
justice movements, it may not be
enough, as Elizabeth Wurtzel writes
“None of us are getting better at
loving, we are getting more scared
of it.” When human beings
instinctively yearn to love and be
loved then, why is it so rare that we
openly and honestly discuss our
true feelings or perspectives on
love, more generally about
relationships, but also within our
feminist movement? And how can
we change this?
I feel that Cambridge is a
particularly difficult place to give
and receive acts of love – whether
friendly or romantic. Suffocated by
the struggle to constantly strive to
do better, not only for you but



often purposefully pitted
against your peers by your
supervisors or DoS to compete.
The conditional perspectives on
what success means not only
damages self-esteem but the
feeling that you should attend
every event, meeting, lecture,
talk means there is little time
for love. FOMO (fear of
missing out) anxiety along with
the other time pressures during
8 week terms means that there
is little time for doing nothing,
hanging out with friends or
with your partner and even
more little time for loving
yourself on your own.
Evenings for self-love and
healthy relaxed friendship love
and nourishing is rare.
Romantic relationships
combust under pressure or
explode within intense enclosed
spaces and time for self-love
feels like loneliness or guilt-
time.
It is only this year, while sitting
on the periphery of student life
and working a full time job as
Women’s Officer have I
experienced and understood
self-love in practice. If only we
could all have more time to

ourselves to process, reflect, breathe
and actually CHILL AND STOP
THINKING then maybe we would
have time to recognise where we
were at with our self-esteem, our
true feelings about where we were
at with love and how we secure we
really felt in our friendships. Not
only will spending time on loving
ones-self begin to heal the wounds
of rejection, hurt, abuse or
significant lacking of love when
growing up, but it may well teach
you self-care at the same time.
Audre Lorde expresses to us its
importance; “Self-care is not self-
indulgence, it is self-preservation,
and that is an act of political
warfare”.
Indeed, the most important thing I
have learnt during my time involved
with the Women’s Campaign and
meeting the inspiring women that
are part of it, is the notion of self-
love and self-care. It seems to me
almost impossible to not give time
to self-love and self-care (at least to
give it a shot) and be an activist. To
be a feminist activist is to give give
give love and more love and more
love to all the women – to empower
and give platforms for others to
lead. To allow love, care and
sisterhood to conquer the hateful



bile that is thrown back in our
face. To take action in order to
make positive change, in order
to change lives, in order to
improve the status quo takes
great strength – and that great
strength is an overwhelming
amount of love in order to
conquer the hate. Hate does
not eradicate hate. To believe
and desire solidarity,
intersectionality, sisterhood –
you got to believe in social
equality – you got to believe in
love. And yes maybe this is
overly sentimental, but I can
tell you honestly, that the most
disappointing and most
difficult moments of my
experiences this year have not
been when The Tab or men
betray or bitch, it is when
sisters have returned to the
women hating and the
competition; the nastiness over
the calling out, the cliques over
the inclusivity, the bitching over
the communicating honestly,
the judgement over empathy.
If we are to build a truly
loving, constructive and
positive activist community we
must provide safe spaces in
which we can learn to love

ourselves, in which it is ok to take
time out to self-care and self-love, in
which we communicate honestly but
kindly with one another when we
are upset, when we want to call each
other out, when we want something
to move forward. What I would like
to see more of is loving attitudes
from those one the periphery or
those hating on campaigns – if
more people were willing to engage
rather than judge, listen and learn
rather than shout, then many more
people would be experiencing a
more loving community. And I am
not saying it is easy, I have made my
fair share of mistakes and have on
many occasion struggled or failed to
provide this community – but I still
believe in it. And I believe that while
the Women’s Campaign is constantly
changing and growing, it will
continue to provide this community
for increasingly more women.



is an allfemale drag
collective that perform
vaudevillian variety
shows. These kings serve
up a heady cocktail of
music, dance and comedy
that will go straight to
your head and might just
have you coming over all
queer...

Pecs
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In defence

of the

Women's

Campaign

Lotta Hajema

Ever since arriving in
Cambridge, I have been really
pleased with the number of
feminist and gender-related
events: sometimes, I think that
those who are disappointed by
the lack of feminism in
Cambridge need to take a
quick look at the rest of the
world and count their
blessings. Despite this I have
noticed recurrent criticisms of
the Women’s Campaign. It is
accused of being too obscure
and too radical, the latter seen
as a result of the former.
In response to this, let me first
of all put the work of the
Women’s Campaign into
perspective. All student politics
inevitably faces similar problems:
resources are limited; continuity is
virtually impossible; and its
constituency is made up of

students largely reluctant to engage
in yet another extra-curricular
activity on top of their hefty
workload and early morning rowing.
Creating a higher level of awareness
is even more difficult in a collegiate
university like Cambridge, where
many activities are organised at
college level and J/MCRs operate
autonomously from CUSU.
I am not trying to make excuses –
in fact, I actually think the Women’s
Campaign is doing a pretty good
job. First of all, I have found the
Campaign incredibly supportive in
the assistance it provides for the
work of women’s officers and
female welfare officers at college

"Sometimes, I think
that those who are
disappointed by the lack
of feminism in
Cambridge need to take a
quick look at the rest of
the world and count their
blessings.



level. It provides training,
much-needed resources, and a
contagious enthusiasm to
come up with creative ways of
fulfilling these roles. I see it as
no coincidence that more and
more colleges are setting up
feminist discussion groups –
almost all of which, by the
way, are open to men.
Furthermore, the Women’s
Campaign has started a weekly
“Feminist 101” coffee meet-
up, a relaxed and completely
non-judgemental space,
specifically aimed at those new
to feminism or, more
particularly, to women who are
interested in issues of gender
equality but do not self-
identify as feminist.
Relating to the notion that the
Women’s Campaign is too
radical, it seems fair to ask:
why shouldn’t the Women’s
Campaign be quite radical?
Their raison d’etre is to
challenge the current
unsatisfactory status quo. What
is radical is defined by what is
mainstream, so I think it can
rightly be said that “feminism
is the radical notion that
women are human”, given the
state of our society. If the

Women's Campaign was
excessively concerned with trying
to please everyone, I doubt it
would be able to bring about any
substantial change.
In its discussion platforms, the
Women’s Campaign’s basic
demand, whether distastefully
capitalised or not, is to respect the
opinions and experiences of
women. Writing off this rule as
being too radical or even being
borderline misandrous is simply
absurd; any women’s rights
organisation that does not pose
similar demands needs to seriously
consider what it actually stands
for.

"Why shouldn’t the
Women’s Campaign be
quite radical? Their
raison d’etre is to
challenge the current
unsatisfactory status
quo. What is radical is
defined by what is
mainstream.



I agree that some of the online
discussions have been quite
hostile, a seemingly
unavoidable, unpleasant side
effect of strangers interacting on
the internet. But I do not find
this hostility representative of
the Women’s Campaign at all.
In fact, they are making
genuine efforts to be inclusive,
especially towards those
groups – such as transgender
people and women from
ethnic minorities – who have
historically been neglected by
feminism.
Any representative body
deserves scrutiny and
constructive criticism, I agree.
But the unpopularity of the
Women’s Campaign seems to
derive first and foremost from
the result of a shocking level
of misogyny still present in
our student community. Olivia
Bernhardt-Brogan is spot on
when she points out that “a
huge portion of the hate it
receives is a reflection of the
extent of sexism in society, or
at least the extent of ignorance
of feminism.”
When it comes to reaching out
to the broader female

community, it is necessary to
constantly strike a balance between
defending your core principles and
accommodating different views.
The best way to contribute to the
debate is to get involved yourself,
not to stand on the side-line and
attack those who have taken on the
job and are making the most of it.







Them be

fighting

words

Nina De Paula H anika

So there it is. The weeks of
wondering what the Wyverns’
carefully planned response to the
petition would be, and it’s a giant
bucking bronco penis. The careful
reverse psychology of the ‘Please
refrain from wrestling in our jelly’
sign was also particularly well
thought through.
And here I am again. In a classic
Catch-22 that every feminist
activist will find themselves in
some point or another, where I
am given the false choice of
having to either respond to some
pointless ‘lad’ bullshit that I really
don’t give a crap about, or taking
the ‘moral high ground’ which
effectively allows these immature
boys their pathetic joke. Neither
option is satisfactory. We
obviously all have better things to
be getting on with than worrying
about a hydraulic dick. To be quite

frank, I really don’t give a shit about
your giant inflatable cock. To be really
honest, I’d rather be having a double
gin and tonic right now. But,
reluctantly, I have to respond, and in
doing so, I will take the middle finger
that this decision clearly was, and I will
rise to it. Not because I am angry, but
because to ignore it would be to sigh
with exhaustion and accept that these
boys will never understand.
Well fucking done. Slow clap to you.
You’re so outrageous! I applaud you in
your startling ability to stick exactly to
what is expected of you. You, The
Wyverns, have literally manifested the
leering, drunken, immaturity of exactly
what I was questioning in a move you
clearly thought was hilariously
provocative. It wasn’t, boys. It was
pretty much the laziest, most boring
thing you could have done.
Walking through town last night, I
walked past you, and was lovingly
treated to a carousing chant of ‘We
hate you! We hate you!’ But I want
more. I want to hear a proper ‘fuck
you’. I want to hear why exactly you
hate me so much. I want to hear a
proper, lucid, explanation of why you
are so incensed that I, a woman,
should call you out on your sexist
bullshit and win. Why I was so wrong
to do what I did. Because, currently, all
I’m hearing is that you feel so



unbelievably emasculated that you
felt the need to stick a giant
phallus in the middle of your
party. Mmm yeah, the ultimate
symbol of manhood. “Go on,
ladies. Ride it.” Ooooh, sex as a
tool of male power. Never seen
that one before. How could you
not see that irony coming?
You operate in secrecy. You cloak
yourselves so you never have to
be called out on this bullshit, and
you never have to justify
yourselves. You do not live in the
real world, where actions must be
explained. What you choose to do
has implications outside of your
bubble, and outside of
Cambridge, that you have
repeatedly dismissed, and that you

will clearly continue to dismiss as you
rise in the ranks of those hallowed
halls you clearly have coming for you.
It’s so tired to allow you the pleasure
of hearing that you’re ‘going to be
running the country one day’ but let’s
be honest, you’ll be somewhere
important, and if you take these
attitudes with you, we’re in a deep
crock of shit. I put my name to a
national campaign. I had to deflect
journalists looking for you, and I had
to effectively protect you due to your
reluctance to actually engage with
debate. I had messages from men
telling me I was restricting women’s
freedom, that I was a bitch, that I
explicitly deserved to have [xx] done to
me. You got nothing. You got peace,
and anonymity, boosted by the
knowledge that you could occasionally
passive aggressively tweet me a
Telegraph article from your mask
account. An article, arguing that the
left had become ‘totalitarian’ and
‘policing’ that ended with these words:
“It’s time, I think, that we started
hitting back. We need a new set of
rules. The fightback starts now.”
This is not a call for revenge or
punishment. Let sleeping dogs lie. I
just think that, maybe, if these boys
want to fight, they should probably
learn how to talk first.

"I want to hear why
exactly you hate me so
much. I want to hear a
proper, lucid,
explanation of why
you are so incensed that
I, a woman, should
call you out on your
sexist bullshit and win.



The First Supper
Saschka





A brief

history of

sex (and a

few other

things)

Jess

When I was ten I thought sex was
disgusting, and when I liked boys I
liked their eyes and smiles and
chattering, and I thought that I
would never talk to one, only
watch – and that when I fell in
love it would be like when one
loved an opal or a diamond –
something to admire and watch
and never ever touch.
When I was twelve I thought that
girls were beautiful, and I could
not look away from their hair and
skirts and legs and I did not
understand. I curled my fingers in
my palms and my head swam with
half-formed desires, centring
around the flick-flash of my
friend’s teeth, and I felt desperate
and shivery with want. I rocked
back and forth on my bed,
wanting to touch myself and not

wanting and most of all – quivery and
frightened with not knowing.
When I was thirteen I lost my virginity
ten times over to boys from TV shows
and books. I discovered the wild
realms of my imagination and explored
it’s depths with the mad enthusiasm of
a young imperialist discovering
uncharted jungles. I imagined sex as
something vague – I knew the
mechanics of it all and still thought
they were odd and repellent – I
thought about the build up to sex, the
desire thrumming in the air, but never
the act itself. That was too close too
soon. That was too real; I wanted my
imagination free from that.
When I was fourteen I fell in lust. She
was beautiful and always had tales of
her exploits, and I couldn’t stop
listening to her. We curled up together,
and I touched her hair and never ever
told her how I felt. When I was fifteen
I wept for an hour because I would be
a virgin on my sixteenth birthday. My
imagination, once so rich, was nothing
but dusty tatters. I felt pathetic and
sure I would die an old maid.
When I was seventeen I told the girl
how I felt. She laughed and hugged me
and I grinned back and if this was a
romantic story we would have kissed
but it is not and we did not.
When I was eighteen and insecure
beyond all rationality I thought that my



virginity was a millstone to be
shed as soon as possible. I told
myself: the next guy you hook up
with in Cindies will be your first. I
thought uni would be one big orgy
and that in that thrumming mess
of sex I would lose all my old
hangups. I almost did and never
did and felt dirty, cheap and elated
by turns and in so many ways I
was twelve years old again – not
understanding and on my bed with
a head full of desire and hands too
afraid to touch myself.
When I was nineteen I found
God. He was, for a time, shining
and bright and better than any boy.
I told myself: you don’t like girls
and you never did, it was a phase –
a phase and nothing more. I told
myself: stop these silly thoughts.
Your imagination, once as rich and
vast as the rainforest, is the toy of
a sinner and a child.
But God did not answer, my
prayers rebounded inside my own
skull, and my faith slid away like
snakeskin.
When I was twenty I tried to kill
myself fifteen times over. In my
head, of course, in the snow-
cscape of my mind – my
imagination was my constant
lover, my constant companion,
and now I furnished it not with

thoughts of my marriage-bed or the
alley in which I’d be laid down and
taken – now I daydreamed of knives
and pills and emptiness ending.
Now I am twenty and a virgin and my
scars are healing up. My virginity is not
a crown and not a noose. It is just that
and I am just me, and if I have learnt
anything it is that I am not a marvel or
a horror – I am just a girl. I look at
boys and girls and think they are
beautiful in the way that daisies and
tulips are beautiful– I want to watch
and touch and hold and smell and still
I do not understand, but for the first
time I do not mind that.
If I were to see my ten year old self I
would take her hand and say, “People
are wonderful and beautiful and it is
okay to want them and you are not a
bad person for wanting them. And it is
not a bad thing to not want them. And
you will take your time, and one day
we will fall in love and lust again and
again and we will be okay.”
And she would not listen.
Because she was a child, and in love
with opals and diamonds.



Faggettes



Joni Mitchell Circle Game
Tracy Chapman Fast Car
Alabama Shakes H old on
Billie Holiday Feelin’ Good
Nina Simone Aint Got No/ I got Life
Aretha Franklin RESPECT
Icona Pop I love it
Kate Bush Love And Anger
Blondie Atomic
Whitney Houston I ’ m every woman
Beyoncé Run the World (Girls)
Tina Turner Proud M ary
Salt n' Pepa None of Your Business
Dolly Parton 9 to 5
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Anger
Isabel Adomakoh
Young

Watching the ADC’s wonderful
production of Blue Stockings (set
in Cambridge in 1890) last term, I
was struck by the Girton mistress’
advice to an indignant female
student: “If we let them think,
even for a second, that we are a
threat, we set ourselves back”.
With the launching (or re-
launching) of feminism into
mainstream Western culture, it’s no
longer just a history module or a
form of literary analysis, a niche
hobby; some sections of society
that 20 years ago would have
thought feminists were just hairy
lesbians with rage issues now
consider identifying as feminist
themselves. So: we’re beginning to
clear up our image as for the hairy
thing (still being debated, but not
required for entry), and the lesbian
thing (some are, some aren’t,
simple), but I wonder how far

we’re getting with rage.The New
Statesman noted in 2013 that ‘like it or
not, feminism has got a PR problem’,
probably because those women
shouting for basic rights in the 19th
century weren’t too worried about
being cute. But in an ironic backlash
modern feminists, particularly young
ones, seem to be tying themselves in
knots to avoid the stereotypes. Events
which are aimed at inclusivity become
accommodating until it’s just people in
a room with vagina cupcakes. It does
make sense that feminism is making
itself more palatable, because the
struggles we face now have largely
changed from the institutional (voting,
being allowed to own things etc) to the
insidious (the male gaze, hegemony,
the gender pay gap etc). We need to
make ourselves politically attractive to
be allowed to enter the halls of power.
So can we still be angry? Should we?
When I asked journalist Paris Lees
how/if her transgender rights activism
involved anger, she said she felt she’d
made “a deal with the devil”: although
she’s doing amazing work, she’s
allowing MTV, Channel 4, Vice, and
her other employers to favour her
voice because it is coming out of an
‘acceptable’ trans body: a
conventionally feminine, pretty one, a
palatable presenter to administer these
potentially ‘unsettling’ ideas to the



public. In the case of feminism,
the cause clashes against the
principles when we find ourselves
silencing a feminist who’s
throwing a plan off course by
being too vocal, too rash, too
honest. We acknowledge that her
rage is justified (as long as it is -
radicalism is a separate issue),
even as we have to ask her to
keep her frustration to herself,
just while we get this bill passed.
Personally, even if things around
town really bother me I won’t
always say, because an objection
to the status quo bothers people;
it sounds radical, or political, but
actually when I am presented with
5-foot naked female torso at the
bus stop and feel uncomfortable
that is personal, and I’m pretty
sure I should usually feel able to
share that without ruining the
vibe.
Feminists will advise each other
that when you’re wolf-whistled at,
you shouldn’t just tell that person
to “f*** off ”, but instead, go and
talk them through why it’s not ok
to do that - assuming it's safe to
do so, etc. I agree this is the way
to enact change, but it’s important
to remember that the anger we
feel is also ok - as someone who
has found their way, either alone

or with help, to believing in and striving
for gender equality, it isn’t actually your
responsibility to be endlessly patient
with people who need to catch up. If
you do have a responsibility, it’s not to
those people who haven’t got on
Google for themselves, but to the other
feminists who are campaigning
alongside you.
Because for all this, anger is not the
way to make things better.
Outspokenness is vital for progress, but
the way we choose to phrase our views
has to be dictated by our motives as
much as our emotions, and sadly
however justified, rage doesn’t tend to
lead forwards. So don’t repress it, don’t
conceal it for fear of judgement, but
explain why you feel that way to those
around you and channel it into
productive actions, all the while
remembering that it is ok to be cross.
To paraphrase Ewa Ziarek, we struggle
not for the right to join the system, but
for the right to take issue with it and be
heard.



Meg Wednesday



Public

space

Zoe H iggins

I was sick over the holidays. Being
a staunch, rugged type of person,
my response was to collect every
possible piece of bedding in the
house and burrow under it with a
bucket of tea and a stack of my
brother’s reading: about twenty
back issues of The Week. Flicking
through these in a haze of Lemsip,
I noticed an article by Nick Cohen
that had been picked out from
The Observer under the heading
“Forcing our Students to Be
Conformists”. Like everyone else,
I’m against conformity. I read on.
The article was about two LSE
students who had been forced by
their union to cover up their T-
shirts – depicting Mohammed and
Jesus holding banners that said
“Stop drawing Holy Prophets in a
disrespectful manner NOW!” I’m
not going to write about this story
in particular – though I’m sure

there’s plenty that can be got from it
about young people’s relationship to
Islam and organised religion, the level
of humour on uni campuses, and so on.
What I’m more interested in is the
closing remark of the article:
“[a]cross the UK, student unions ban
newspapers and speakers they disapprove of.
Undergraduates, it seems, must never be
subjected to ‘the smallest of challenges’ to their
beliefs. Instead of ‘producing confident students
who can handle any argument you throw at
them’, universities are becoming a ‘production
line for cowed conformists’”.
Even through the phenylephrine this
grabbed my attention. As an active
member of the CU Women’s
Campaign, I’ve frequently supported
activities that would be described as
“censorship” by Cohen. In addition to
its own marches and creative events, the
Women’s Campaign campaigned to
block Dominique Strauss-Kahn from
speaking at the Union Society while he
was under investigation for sexual
assault; successfully petitioned against
the Magdalene College garden party’s
jelly-wrestling event, has asked colleges
to remove the Sun newspaper from
JCRs and MCRs under the “no more
page 3” campaign, and maintains
women-only physical and online spaces.
What we are criticized for, every single
time, is “censorship” and the blocking
of “free speech”.



Underlying these criticisms is the
attitude behind the Week article:
that if my behaviour offends you,
that is entirely your problem. Free
speech means I can express myself
as I like in public space, and if you
protest you aren’t a “confident”
member of society, but instead a
killjoy/puritan/humourless bitch.
Now, this one takes a bit to
unravel. Offending people in
public space is a legitimate (and
enjoyable) tactic of marginalised
groups to claim social citizenship
rights. What about LGBT kiss-ins
in the 1980s and ‘90s (or, last year,
in a Moscow IKEA)? What about
the Freedom Riders, or Occupy
Wall Street? What these
techniques had in common is that
they were about groups claiming a
place they had previously been
barred from or marginalised in.
This kind of action is effective
because it upsets the power
balance of space. We live our lives
in a variety of spaces – everyone’s
body always has to be somewhere.
Every space we encounter is
marked as secure for some groups
and insecure for or indifferent to
others. This marking may be open
or subtle, active or passive. An
IKEA store may display images
of settled, happy heterosexual

couples and erase queer couples. A
mall may physically remove homeless
people while encouraging wealthy
shoppers to linger.
‘Occupying’ a space with active intent
destabilises that marking and that
power balance by allowing a
marginalised group to dominate and
act freely in a previously insecure
space. When women march together
to “Reclaim the Night” they are
claiming the right to a space (urban
streets at night) that has historically
been denied to them. In dong this
they assert that public space, and
citizenship rights, belong to them as
much as to any other group.
When we think about space in this

"We live our lives in a
variety of spaces –
everyone’s body always
has to be somewhere.
Every space we
encounter is marked as
secure for some groups
and insecure for or
indifferent to others.



way it clarifies why some instances
of occupation and offensiveness
are legitimate, and some simply
deepen existing inequalities. A gay
kiss-in claims space for LGBT+
people – demanding the same
rights to be visible, safe, and
represented as heterosexual
citizens. When Dominique Strauss-
Kahn is invited to speak at the
Union however, it’s an act that
marks public debate in Cambridge
as a space that refuses to recognise
people who have been sexually
harassed – while securing space for
someone privileged enough to
have many such platforms. The
alternative speaker event, where
survivors of rape spoke outside
the Union, was a radical challenge
to spaces – workplaces, homes,
schools, universities – where
women can’t speak publicly about
sexual assault.
So what about those kids with the
T-shirts? Depends on context. If
LSE is a university that’s marked as
secure space for both Muslim and
Christian students, that openly
celebrates students from minority
religions and nationalities – that
clearly and explicitly rejects a
media culture where Islam is
associated with violence and
otherness – that is not dominated

by only one set of voices – then maybe
the T-shirts should be allowed. But if
that’s not the case, then no. Because
living without secure spaces is
exhausting. Fighting the same battles,
and having the same conversations, and
seeing the same things over and over
again, and having nowhere to stop and
rest, is exhausting. And plenty of us are
sick and tired.



I , too, am Cambridge
"We hope that we've
inspired more students to
talk more openly about
black and minority ethnic
issues. Too often, these
voices unfortunately go
unheard on campus. If
anything, the “I, Too,
Am Cambridge” project
has really emphasised the
diverse experiences of
black and ethnic minority
students in Cambridge.

BME Campaign

03.14





I 'm not your

fucking

success

story

Amelia Horgan

caveats caveats caveats: this is my story
as a working class, straight, white cis
woman in the most elite of the English
education system.
When I was 11 years old my
mum paid £50 so I could take a
test to get into one of the
poshest schools in London. I
remember filling out the forms
with her, staring at the pink
paper and feeling guilty. The
flat we lived in had a silverfish
infestation, which didn’t bother
me at the time, but I’d been
told we’d have to move. We
lived next to a hotel, the sound
of bottles being thrown into
big bins woke me up every
morning, which was good
because I liked being alone and
watching cartoons while
everyone else slept.
My school was encouraging, I
was one of those butter-

wouldn’t-melt curly haired white
girls with big brown eyes and an x
factor winner’s backstory. They
helped me prepare for the test and
interviews which involved mainly
talking about anything that would
make me seem middle class enough
– in schools choir, once played
tennis, been to niche art
exhibitions. Social capital and how
to fake it 101. And, then there was,
reading of course, but I’d already
got that one sorted -classic Matilda
poor–girl-gone-reader narrative for
me.
I got in. An Oxbridge cash cow to
make up for the daughters of
bankers and lawyers and diplomats
with good hair but no clue. I didn’t
fit in, but I worked and worked and
read and revised and did everything
they wanted. Smiled nicely, told
them I was grateful for all their
help, won prizes, got into
Cambridge, watched as the school
broke all the girls around me –
panic attacks before lunchtime,
hiding food, desperate to please the
mediocre, predatory children at the
boys’ school. They threw endless
money at me, £10,000 a year for 7
years and more for trips abroad,
interview preparation, school
lunches, school uniform. They
could sleep easier knowing they’d



saved the little povvo kid from
a life without tennis fucking
lessons.
If I sound bitter of course I
fucking am. My school took my
anger, my difference, and
turned it into something pretty,
a fucking parlour trick. When I
left I’d turned everything
inwards, I was the problem, not
their bullshit, not capitalism,
not patriarchy, not white
supremacy. I was misshapen,
lumpy, and none of the
mediocre boys wanted to fuck
me.
Cambridge wanted me. Once
again extending their bounty to
the kid with the shitty home
life. I was lovely kid that

proved their rotten bullshit system
worked– if anyone worked hard
enough they could get anything
they wanted. LOOK HERE they
say there’s a girl from A
COUNCIL FLAT STUDYING
HISTORY HERE!!!! Anyone can
get anywhere they want if they
work hard enough. Don’t be scared
of how many spoons there are at
dinner, don’t worry if you don’t
have enough fancy clothes, but I
didn’t care about the fucking table
settings. I was disgusted by the
army of low-paid (mainly women)
who were there to cater to my any
whim. I was sickened by the
hollowness of my own dreams, the
lies of meritocracy. But I won’t let
those 10 years of my education
watching an elite re-formulate
itself break my spirit. I won’t let
them point to me and say ‘aren’t
we kind, aren’t we benevolent,
aren’t the crumbs from our table
so nourishing’. I’m not your
fucking success story.

"If I sound bitter of
course I fucking am.
My school took my
anger, my difference,
and turned it into
something pretty, a
fucking parlour trick.



Isabel Inkster







Lanakai Torrens
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Dear Body,

We have a fickle relationship, you and I. Sometimes I’m shopping with
you and I want to thank you for how great you make me feel, how
womanly your curves are. Sometimes I’m shopping with you and I cry in
the fitting rooms because I can’t see any resemblance between you and
what I think you should look like, what society says is beautiful, what I
think my boyfriend might want to see in you. I think, who would want
someone with a body like this, with stretch marks from my sporadic
eating issues, with a mixture of old and new selfharm scars, with
deformed feet from dancing.

I’ve blamed you for a long time for stopping me becoming a dancer. All
those years training, all those pent up tears during class, the desperation
that you would grow into the perfect ballerina’s body….came to nothing.
You’re all wrong. Hips, you’re too tight. Feet, why haven’t you got a
proper instep? Back, you’re not flexible enough. Spine, why did you grow
wonky? Hamstrings, you’re too short. Thighs, well, I know why you are
like a rugbyplayer’s, it’s because I did my grand battements wrong for
years. And bum, well, although my ballet teacher said you were like a
marshmallow and bigger than JLo’s, I’m okay with that, did you know
there’s a study saying that your size makes me brainier? Remember that
time our biology teacher asked if we were of African descent because you
were abnormally large? Well, in spite of it all, body, I want to thank you.
And I want to apologise. Because I’ve treated you like shit, and you’ve
managed to keep it all together pretty well. You have let me dance since I
was three years old; we walked into a ballet class last week having not
done ballet for three years, despite it being about 5 grades above the level
we ever achieved, we did it. You gave me the stamina, and all those years
of training kept my mind strong, and let me keep going.

Without dance, I couldn’t stay sane here. Without you, body, remembering
the steps and retaining hidden stamina, I couldn’t do it. And so what we
don’t look like a clothes hanger? So what if my jeans have to be two sizes
bigger than all my other clothes? You are strong, graceful, and womanly,
and it is time I acknowledged that and thanked you for it.

Fondly,
Issy



September 2013, New York, NY. Bright late summer in Wash
Heights in the laundromats and the bodegas bright sun drips bright

sun drips on new red lip tar melting into its heavy metal
components drips too on the kid (my age?) on the stoop who lobs

“faggot” like whipping a pavementbaked steaming turd at my
back. Bright sun drips on the word clinging to my back the bus ride

home and the streets are not safe where the sun drips

2004 I think, Toronto. Warm enough to walk the dog around and late so the
teens are out. Big group siggering. Hair to my shoulders and a little bit
past. Snigger snigger. Is it a boy or “she’s a girl” “we didn’t mean your

dog” a girlboy walking a girldog in the unsafe street

2006? 7? same damn beach. kiss kiss on the lifeguard tower and my hair
is long enough to hang a man or rope around the moon. Hey mermaid

come out and play. Say nothing and push hair forward and charge like a
child into the moon shrouded street looking for some other Rapunzel

Why I cut my hair

The streets are not safe.

The streets are not safe.

The streets are not safe.

The streets are not safe.



2009
(2005 near the bus stop I KNOW YOU BOSS ALWAYS BRUSHING YOURHAIR

2007 at Lansdowne Station your haircut looks great! we have a hot gay friend!)
wet June day and I’m going to college at the end of the summer.

Bridge over the commuter rail twentyfive minute walk home if you jaywalk
You’re a Homo from the

other side of the streetcar rail.
It’s Pride, what the hell? And proud of it umbrella up arm out.

Kiss kiss in the muggy air. The streets are not safe. They glisten with condom
wrappers and candy and magenta mardigras beads but somewhere else and here a

rando is unimpressed with the plastic umbrella in my short dykey hair.

September 2013, Cambridge, UK
what have we here thenI
wasn’t talking to you was I
oh fuckssake you’re a yank too
yank (?)
faggot
tranny
homo
is it a boy or
the fuck are you
boss
princess
queen
mermaid
goddess
I walked and didn’t run



Agency An entity’s capacity to
act, or to enact its own will. Eg it is
often complained that female
characters in films, books, etc are
too passive and do not drive the
plot with their own decisions/
desires, thus lacking agency.
Bechdel Test/Rule/Law From a
comic strip by cartoonist Alison
Bechdel, it stipulates that for any
given work of fiction to pass it
must feature 1) at least two women
2) who talk to each other 3) about
something other than a man. It was
later added that the women must
have names. Surprisingly few
works in any medium pass.
BinaryIdentified An adjective
for people who identify as either
male or female, those two
comprising the Gender Binary.
People who are not binary
identified might identify as trans,
genderqueer, androgynous, agender
or neutrois, and may prefer terms
like ‘ze/ hir/ hirs’ or ‘they/ them/
their/ theirs’.
Check Your Privilege A phrase
often used in feminist circles
though not exclusive to them,
encompassing the idea that anyone

engaging in discussion will have
privileges which will affect their
opinion and may not have affected
someone else. Eg wealth, westerner,
cisgender, education, religion, race but
also freedom of speech, ethnic
majority, profession, attractiveness,
height etc. In this it is much like
Intersectionality, and can be good for
helping everyone debate respectfully,
although it is often also bandied about
ironically.
Cis/Cisgender An adjective for a
person who identifies as the gender
they were assigned at birth. In other
words, people who are not
transgender. Eg if the doctor said “it’s
a girl!” when you were born and you
identify as a girl. We use the term ‘cis’
rather than nontrans because ‘non
trans’ implies that ‘trans’ is abnormal.
See also, Othering.
Confirmation Bias One of the most
common cognitive biases; people tend
to seek out information that agrees
with their previously held beliefs. They
also lend more weight to information
that supports their beliefs, while
discarding information that goes
against it. See also, Hegemony.
Fantasy A common response to the

Feminist Dictionary



feminist critique of video games is
that the male characters are often as
sexualized as the female ones. The
difference in fact is that the male
characters fulfill a Power Fantasy;
you are meant to want to be them,
and an aspect of that includes
sexual attractiveness, but above that
they are respected, talented etc. The
female characters almost all fulfill a
Sexual Fantasy; they are viewed as
sexual before anything else,
including their own agency or,
often, convenience (eg miniskirts in
battle). See also, Male Gaze.
Gender Binary The idea that

there are two genders, male and
female. Many don’t believe this to be
the case – read on.
Gender Pay Gap The Office for
National Statistics reported in
December 2013 that in Britain today
women still earn 15% less per hour
than men, a pay gap that costs full
time women over £5,000 a year. This
discrepancy is known as the gender
pay gap.
Hegemony The process of the
maintenance of consent within the
state through the perpetuation of
dominant ideologies; we are brought
up to assume certain things, and are
therefore often hostile to ideas that
are new or strange to us. See also,
Confirmation Bias
Heteronormative An adjective
applied to any assumptions, patterns
of thinking, or turns of phrase, which
reinforce the idea that
heterosexuality is or should be
dominant. Eg. “Has Tom got a
girlfriend?” (when you don’t know
his sexuality)
Intersectionality Coined in 1989,
intersectionality has recently come to
the fore in mainstream feminism,
particularly as the voices of black
feminism are becoming more heard.
It addresses or studies the ways in
which cultural categories like class,

Feminist Can mean any number of
things of course, but very basically;
a person (of any gender or none),
who believes in and strives for,
gender equality. Having originally
developed among women striving
for their rights it tends to have an
emphasis on the rights and respect of
the female, but some argue a new
name would be more inclusive, and
many other communities have
grown alongside and within
‘feminism’. Any beliefs beyond
gender equality may well be feminist
in intent or relevance but should not
be presumed and cannot for the sake
of simplicity be held as integral to
the label ‘feminist’.



race, gender and ability interact or
indeed, intersect, to contribute to
systematic injustice, discrimination
and inequality. A complex idea
because it proposes a matrix of
oppression, it is worth looking into
as it explicitly gives room for many
of the considerations other/older
concepts don’t.
Male Gaze Originating in film
theory, this idea notes that audience
members are usually given the
viewpoint of the heterosexual man;
cameras are positioned by men, for
men. Women are the subjects, rather
than the enactors of ‘gaze’ in
cinema, and the idea expands to
consider the prominence of the
female nude in art, the focus on
female sexuality in advertising etc.
and is discussed by campaigns like
No More Page 3 as well as feminist
discussions of pornography.
Objectification The process by
which a person is reduced to their
sexual attributes or physical
attractiveness, as separate from their
personality or individuality. Eg ‘The
German Chancellor? Yeah she’s
great, I loved that hot little skirt she
wore to the UN’. See also Fantasy
Othering A process or rhetorical
device in which one group is falsely
‘us’ and another is ‘them’; making

people feel excluded. Eg asking a
British African where they’re from
or referring to the hypothetical
reader as ‘he’.
Patriarchy Some people (notably
antifeminists) choose to interpret
patriarchy as meaning anything
male, presumably because of the
shared latin root, ‘pater’ meaning
father. In fact, patriarchy should be
generally understood to mean the
systems society has in place,
consciously and subconsciously,
which put men or conventional
masculine attributes first.
Examples of patriarchy can range
from the gender pay gap to
effeminate boys getting teased at
school.
Performing Gender Drawing on
the influential work of
feminist/sociologist writer Judith
Butler, this concept suggests that the
human body is a blank slate, and
our daily actions, clothing and
behaviours determine how we are
interpreted. Gender is not natural,
but constructed and maintained.
These are ideas explored by drag
kings and queens and transvestites,
on whom Judith Halberstam writes
interestingly.
Phallocentrism Related to
patriarchy but more simple; a focus



on or giving priority to traditionally
understood ‘man stuff’. From the
greek, phallus meaning penis.
Adjectival equivalent is
‘phallocentric’.
SelfIdentification The process by
which you inform the world of what
you consider yourself to be. To say
‘I am a man’ is to selfidentify, as is
to say ‘I was assigned a female
gender but I identify as a man’. See
also Binary Identified.
Sex Positivism A stance that
emphasizes personal choice and
enjoyment of consensual sex and
opposes shaming/judging others for
their choices, promoting an organic
expression of our identities instead
of repression. Often proclaimed in
the feminist community because
naysayers frequently accuse
feminists of just hating sex and
sexuality.
Transphobia Takes many forms
but the most common in feminist
circles is the opinion that by not
identifying as your assigned gender
you are perpetuating gender
stereotypes and thus working
against the feminist agenda. This
can lead to opposition between
feminist and trans communities,
particularly “biological men” who
identify as female.

Trigger Warning A custom which
has come from the online community;
web links, documents, films,
discussions or events which contain
information that may prove troubling
to some are flagged up with
‘***trigger warning***’ or similar, so
that people know to tread with caution
if they are distressed by mention of
things like rape, abuse, transphobia,
violent misogynist language etc.
Womanism Related to Black
Feminism, womanism was coined in
1979 by writer Alice Walker. It
considers and presents the unique
experiences, struggles, needs, and
desires of not just black women, but
all women of color, and addresses the
dynamics of the conflict between the
mainstream feminist, the Black
feminist, the African feminist, and the
Africana womanist movements.



Faggettes

When we speak we are afraid our words will not be heard or welcomed.
But when we are silent, we are still afraid. So it is better to speak.

Audre Lorde




